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Making & Enjoying Telescopes: 6 Complete Projects & A Stargazer's GuideSterling, 1997
"...follows a logical path through topics of safety, construction, sky coordinates, and, finally, design....Plans for each telescope are illustrated with both line drawings and photographs...procedures are laid out in an easy-to-follow technique...includes a rich gallery of illustrated telescopes that amateurs have built...a welcome addition...
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Telescopes and Techniques (Undergraduate Lecture Notes in Physics)Springer, 2012

	“Telescopes and Techniques” has proved itself in its first edition, having become probably one of the most widely used astronomy texts, both for numerate amateur astronomers and for astronomy and astrophysics undergraduates. The first and second editions of the book were widely used as set texts for introductory practical...
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Adapt or Die: Transforming Your Supply Chain into an Adaptive Business NetworkJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Cut costs and control inventory an adaptive business network    

This book introduces the adaptive business network, a new method of business interaction that offers the ability to respond swiftly to changing market conditions, increase revenue growth, and lower overall cost. In Adapt or Die, the experts from...
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Astronomy with a Home Computer (The Patrick Moore Practical Astronomy Series)Springer, 2010

	Here is a one-volume guide to just about everything computer-related for amateur astronomers!


	Today’s amateur astronomy is inextricably linked to personal computers. Computer-controlled "go-to" telescopes are inexpensive. CCD and webcam imaging make intensive use of the technology for capturing and processing...
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Stargazing Basics: Getting Started in Recreational AstronomyCambridge University Press, 2008

	How do I get started in Astronomy? Should I buy binoculars or a telescope? What can I expect to see? This wonderful informal guide has all the answers for an absolute beginner to get started observing the night sky. It begins with advice on how to choose appropriate and affordable equipment and accessories, and covers basic stargazing...
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Geometric Optics: Theory and Design of Astronomical Optical Systems Using Mathematica®Birkhauser, 2009
This book—unique in the literature—provides readers with the mathematical background needed to design many of the optical combinations that are used in astronomical telescopes and cameras. The results presented in the work were obtained by using a different approach to third-order aberration theory as well as the extensive use of the...
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Astronomy HacksO'Reilly, 2005
Do you relish viewing and identifying celestial objects? Whether you're a first timer or an advanced hobbyist, you will find Astronomy Hacks makes a brilliant cosmic companion. Why use the traditional approach in admiring and studying the stars when you can turn computers, handheld devices, and...
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How to Photograph the Moon and Planets with Your Digital Camera (Patrick Moore's Practical Astronomy Series)Springer, 2006
Buick, an experienced amateur astronomer, uses his own images... to illustrate a variety of equipment... [N]ovice imagers can rest assured that the images here are what the beginner can realistically expect to achieve... I enjoyed this book, and learned from it too....
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Hubble: 15 Years of DiscoverySpringer, 2006
Hubble: 15 Years of Discovery forms a key element of the European Space Agency's 15th anniversary celebration activities for the 1990 launch of the NASA/ESA Hubble Space Telescope.
As an observatory in space, Hubble is one of the most successful scientific projects of all time, both in terms of scientific output and its...
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The Cambridge Double Star AtlasCambridge University Press, 2009
This magnificent atlas contains the most attractive and interesting double and multiple stars for viewing with binoculars and telescopes. It is a must-have for stargazers who want to explore these fascinating objects. The first modern star atlas devoted to double and multiple stars, it plots over 2,000 selected pairs of stars, each labeled with...
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Visual Lunar and Planetary Astronomy (The Patrick Moore Practical Astronomy Series)Springer, 2013

	With the advent of CCDs and webcams, the focus of amateur astronomy has to some extent shifted from science to art. Visual work in astronomy has a rich history. Today, imaging is now more prominent. However there is still much for the visual amateur astronomer to do, and visual work is still a valid component of amateur astronomy. Paul...
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Teach Yourself VISUALLY Astronomy (Teach Yourself VISUALLY Consumer)Visual, 2008
From dramatic lunar eclipses to brilliant comets, the night sky fascinates people. Brimming with beautiful color
photos, this book walks you through everything you need to know to maximize your enjoyment of astronomy, from choosing a telescope to identifying constellations and planets. Whether you're a student, hobbyist, or lifelong stargazer,...
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